The existing charge-based memories like DRAM and flash are reaching their scaling limits. Phase change memory (PCM) is one of the most promising emerging memory technologies due to its good scalability and low leakage power. Multi-level cell (MLC) operation in PCM, which stores two or more bits in a single cell, is necessary to achieve a high storage density. However, a reduced resistance range in multiple storage levels of MLC PCM, introduces a lot of soft errors because of the resistance drift phenomenon. The poor reliability of MLC PCM requires strong error correction codes (ECC) which could severely degrade the storage density and performance. In this paper, we propose a cost-effective reliable MLC PCM architecture for improving MLC PCM reliability, storage density and performance. The proposed architecture exploits the data-dependent nature of resistance drift problem to reduce the ECC overhead. A simple state mapping is used to generate virtual data, which is half of the actual data size. ECC parity bits are generated based on virtual data bits instead of actual message bits, thus resulting in a reduced number of cells for parity bits. This improves the reliability and storage density of MLC PCM. The performance is also improved by minimizing the ECC overhead. Simulation results show an improvement of about 10 4 times in reliability and 10.9% in storage density compared to a conventional MLC PCM which uses a typical error correction scheme. Performance and energy efficiency are also improved up to 13.7% and 10%, respectively, by the proposed architecture.
I. INTRODUCTION
Morden computer systems utilize large memory for computing and storing data and the required memory size continues to increase steadily. The existing charge-based memories like DRAM and flash have successfully been used over decades due to their good scalability. However, they are reaching their scaling limits in deep sub-micron technology [1] , [2] . Moreover, leakage energy becomes more and more critical since the proportion of leakage energy grows rapidly with an increasing memory size and technology scaling. This has motivated research on several new nonvolatile memory technologies. Among these emerging memories, Phase Change
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PCM uses chalcogenide material for storing data. The GST (Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 ) alloy is one of the materials practically used in PCM. This material has two different stable states and has a wide resistance range (about 10 3 ) between the two stable states [7] . The two different states are an amorphous state with a high resistance (about 10 6 ) and a crystalline state with a low resistance (about 10 3 ). Using these two states, a singlelevel cell (SLC) PCM stores one bit in a single cell. When the GST material is heated above its melting temperature (around 600 • C) by a large amplitude current pulse for a short period of time, the material changes its state to amorphous state. This constitutes the RESET operation and the corresponding state represents logic 0. In contrast, a relatively small amplitude and long duration current pulse, with a temperature above the crystallization temperature (around 300 • C) but below the melting temperature, changes the material into crystalline state. This state represents logic 1 and the operation is the SET operation. A smaller and shorter than SET current pulse, is used for read operation. Fig. 1 depicts the three current pulses for write and read operations.
A wide resistance range of the phase change material has motivated the multi-level cell (MLC) PCM. MLC PCM divides the full resistance range into n levels so that it can store log 2 (n) bits in a single cell. MLC operation is necessary to achieve a high storage density (data bits/cells) of PCM and to successfully replace the conventional chargebased memories. Resistance drift in phase change material increases its resistance over time [1] , [8] , [9] . Unlike SLC PCM, it may introduce a number of soft errors due to the narrower resistance range for each level in an MLC PCM. The poor reliability by resistance drift is a critical issue which limits the practical usage of MLC PCM. To mitigate the drift-induced errors, there has been some research done. In [1] , [10] - [13] , various architectural approaches have been introduced to improve the reliability of MLC PCM. Different encoding ideas have also been proposed which can considerably enhance the reliability [8] , [14] , [15] . However, these architectural and encoding methods cannot remove the impact of resistance drift completely and require a multipleerror correction scheme like Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) code to achieve a soft error rate (SER) similar to that of DRAM or flash.
Error correction code (ECC) for multiple errors usually requires a large amount of additional storage for parity bits. It decreases the storage density of an MLC PCM. Multiple RESET or SET current pulses for a precise MLC PCM programming and a long encoding and decoding latency of ECC degrade performance and energy efficiency significantly. Therefore, an ECC scheme should be carefully selected and optimized if possible for better storage density, reliability, performance and energy efficiency.
In this paper, we introduce a cost-effective reliable MLC PCM architecture for MLC PCM. Based on the characteristics of resistance drift errors in MLC PCM, the proposed architecture generates virtual data with reduced data size than that of original data and uses it for parity generation. Since the number of parity bits depends on the data size, the virtual data minimizes the additional cells for storing parity bits. The reduced number of cells for parity bits improves both the reliability and storage density of MLC PCM. Moreover, the use of a lighter ECC scheme improves performance and energy efficiency with the reduced ECC latency and cell programming. Since the virtual data generation and error correction is performed by simple state mapping, the performance overhead is negligible. Moreover, there is no storage overhead because the virtual data does not need to be stored.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Background of this work is summarized in Section II. In Section III, various techniques for improving the reliability and storage density of MLC PCM are described. The proposed efficient error correction architecture is explained in detail in Section IV. Section V analyzes the impact of the proposed architecture on reliability, storage density and performance. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND

A. READ AND WRITE IN MLC PCM
Multi-level cell (MLC) operation allows a single PCM cell to store two or more bits. An MLC PCM divides the resistance range of phase change material into several levels. The number of bits that can be stored in a single PCM cell is decided by the number of resistance levels between the fully amorphous state and the fully crystalline state. For example, by dividing the resistance range into four (n) levels, a cell can store two (log 2 (n)) bits. Fig. 2 (a) shows the resistance distribution of a 4-level cell (4LC) PCM. In this figure, the lowest resistance level corresponding to fully crystalline state represents logic 00 while the highest resistance level corresponding to fully amorphous state represents logic 10. Two intermediate states represent 01 and 11, respectively. Even though the programming pulses target the mean resistance of each level, the initial resistance could be placed within a resistance range of each level and this follows a normal distribution. When the resistance crosses the level boundary by drift, a soft error occurs. To minimize the soft errors by resistance drift, a gray encoding (in the order of 00, 01, 11, 10) for state mapping is generally used. This guarantees only a single-bit error when a level change by resistance drift occurs. Next subsection discusses this in more detail.
MLC PCM normally requires multiple current pulses for a precise programming. There are two programming methods for MLC PCM [16] . In S2R (SSMR) programming, a single SET pulse, initially changes the phase change material to the fully crystalline state. Following multiple RESET current pulses partially amorphize the material and increase the resistance until reaching the target resistance. On the contrary, in case of R2S (SRMS), a single RESET pulse initializes the material to the fully amorphous state. Multiple SET pulses then follow to decrease the initial resistance until it reaches the target resistance. These multiple SET and RESET current pulses result in performance and energy efficiency degradation. Even though we consider an adaptive approach [15] , [16] , the latency and energy consumption for the two intermediate levels are still a big concern. Moreover, a program and verify (P&V) sequence, required for more accurate programming, further degrades the performance and energy efficiency. Therefore, a large number of MLC cells for ECC parity bits could be a considerable burden to performance and energy efficiency.
B. RESISTANCE DRIFT
There are four sources of soft errors in PCM. They are resistance drift, write disturbance, read recovery disturb and read disturb [17] . Write disturbance which may decrease the resistance, occurs when a cell is heated by a neighboring cell programming. However, it could be completely eliminated by keeping enough inter-cell space within the word-lines and across the bit-lines [2] , [18] . Read recovery disturb, which occurs when a cell is read immediately after it has been programmed to a high resistance state, could also be removed with using appropriate read-after-write timing [19] , [20] . The voltage based sensing (M-metric) approach avoids the read disturb which decreases resistance [21] , [22] . However, resistance drift cannot be completely removed and still requires a heavyweight error correction scheme which significantly degrades reliability, performance and energy efficiency in MLC PCM.
Resistance drift is a phenomenon in which the resistance of the chalcogenide material increases over time. Resistance drift in MLC PCM is critical since MLC PCM has narrower resistance boundaries than that of SLC PCM. The resistance by drift, R drift (t) at time t, can be described by the following equation [23] :
R 0 is an initial resistance while t 0 is an initial time. α is a drift exponent. In Equation 1, log 10 R 0 follows a normal distribution N (µ R 0 , σ 2 R 0 ) and the initial resistance range is 10 µ R 0 ±2.75σ R 0 . Each level has 10 µ R 0 ±3σ R 0 as the level threshold. α follows a normal distribution N (µ α , σ 2 α ) as well [24] . Fig. 2 (b) demonstrates the drift rate based on Equation 1 with parameters listed in Table 1 [23] . Y-axis represents the resistance R drift (t) at time t in log-scale while X-axis shows time t. We assume that the initial resistances is the mean resistance of each storage level. From Fig. 2 (b) xit is obvious that the resistance drift rates depend on the initial resistance R 0 . With the lowest initial resistance (corresponding to Level 0), the resistance drift is negligible and it does not cause any error over decades. Even though, there is the largest resistance increase in Level 3, it also does not cause any error in the given resistance range of the material. Both Level 1 and Level 2 can introduce soft errors by resistance drift. Especially, the resistance in Level 2 can easily cross the level boundary, leading to an error in a very short time. Table 2 shows the probability of a soft error of 4LC by time t for the two intermediate levels. The average soft error rate of a single 4LC PCM is described in the fourth column and it is clear that a 4LC PCM requires a strong multiple error correction scheme with frequent memory scrubbing [1] . In [13] , [24] , a conventional 4LC requires strong BCH codes such as BCH-24 (for detecting and correcting 24-bit errors) or even stronger to achieve an SER similar to that of DRAM (25 × 10 −12 ∼ 75 × 10 −12 per bit-hour) for a given scrubbing frequency. Although, some architectural methods or encoding techniques improve the reliability significantly, they still require strong BCH codes (around BCH-16), which adds a non-negligible overhead.
C. ERROR CORRECTION SCHEME FOR MLC PCM
MLC PCM requires a multiple-error correction scheme due to the poor reliability and Bose-Chaudhuri Hocquenghem (BCH) codes are widely used in this regard. It is a subclass of linear cyclic codes. The codeword after BCH encoding consists of message bits and parity bits. The capability of BCH codes required in MLC PCM is determined by the soft error rate of word-line (64 Byte) for a given frequency of memory scrubbing operation [1] , [24] . The SER of word-line in a 4LC PCM is affected by the bit error probability of a single 4-level cell and the number of required 4-level cells. The lower bit error probability or smaller number of 4LC cells results in a lower word-line SER. The detailed explanation and mathematical equation to estimate the word line SER is described in Section IV. BCH codes require additional 4-level cells to store parity bits and the number of required parity bits can be found using following relation [25] :
where k is the size of message bits while t is the number of correctable errors by the considered BCH code. The size of parity bits is determined by message bits and correctable errors. For example, if a system with 64 byte word-line utilizes BCH-8, the number of parity bits required is 73. Total 37 4-level cells are required for storing parity bits. It is approximately 14% of the message bits and it significantly reduces the word-line SER. If the memory system uses BCH-24, the fraction of the additional cells for parity is up to 42% of the message bits. Encoding and decoding logic becomes more complicated as a BCH error correction capability increases. The long latency of strong BCH codes substantially degrades the performance. Especially, the decoding latency comprising of multiple cycles in the performance-critical read operation impacts more than the BCH encoding latency for write operation. The latency of BCH decoder, τ BCH (in terms of the delay of a fanout-of-4 inverter so that it is technology-independent. τ FO4 = 9ps at 22nm CMOS technology) is estimated in [26] as:
where t is the number of correctable errors while n is the code length including parity bits. When we consider BCH-24 for conventional 4LC PCM, the latency overhead by BCH decoding is approximately 11ns and this is more than 9% of the MLC read latency of 120ns [24] . This is not a negligible latency overhead and degrades the overall performance. Therefore, minimizing both the parity storage and decoding overhead of BCH codes is crucial for improving MLC PCM reliability, performance and storage density.
III. RELATED WORK
A number of researches have been done to tackle issues related to MLC PCM reliability, storage density and performance. The research directions can be mainly categorized into two groups:
One is architectural methods which improve MLC PCM reliability and performance by changing the memory architecture. An efficient scrubbing mechanism which adopts both a lightweight error detection mechanism and an optimal error correction code is introduced in [1] . A variable resistance spectrum assignment method in [3] improves MLC PCM reliability along with the improvement in performance and energy efficiency. In [10] , [23] , time-aware read and write operations increase MLC PCM reliability significantly. A hybrid architecture that can adapt between LLPCM (lowlatency) and HDPCM (high-density with high latency) modes is proposed for better performance [11] . In [12] , a write truncation and form switch reduces the number of write iterations with a reduced storage overhead. Heterogeneous PCM array architecture which uses both SLC and MLC in a single word-line is introduced in [13] . In [22] , a hybrid sensing approach of current-based sensing and voltage-based sensing is introduced to minimize the impact of resistance drift. A state-aware and PV-aware adaptive programming technique is proposed in [16] . The encoding techniques for STT-MRAM may possibly be integrated with the proposed method to address drift-induced soft errors in PCM. [27] proposes a read/write error-rate aware coding technique which decreases the read disturbance and write failure rates of STT-MRAM by reducing the number of 1s and 0->1 transitions. An online pattern recognition technique in [28] is proposed to improve the endurance of NVM-based caches.
The other group enhances the MLC PCM reliability by using various encoding techniques. A resistance drift resilient encoding technique is introduced in [8] and it achieves significant reliability improvement. The flip-and-write technique flips data to reduce error-prone data patterns (corresponding to Level 2) and this improves both performance and energy efficiency [14] . Tri-level-cell phase change memory improves MLC PCM reliability significantly with ternary encoding [24] . The encoding technique introduced in [15] , reduces energy consumption by minimizing two intermediate states for better energy efficiency and it also improves MLC PCM reliability as well. A data compression technique can be adopted with other techniques for improving reliability, performance and energy efficiency [12] , [29] . A thermally adaptive ECC design, which can adjust the ECC protection strength considering temperature to reduce the ECC storage overhead of STT-MRAM, is introduced in [30] . In [31] , a read error accumulation preventing cache is proposed to completely eliminate the accumulation of read disturbances. ROBIN in [32] more evenly distributes the total number of transitions between codewords to optimize ECC capability. [33] introduces an organized interleaved ECC scheme to improve the reliability of STT-MRAM.
The methods listed above considerably enhance reliability, storage density and performance, using architectural changes or encoding techniques. However, most of conventional works still require strong ECC schemes to achieve acceptable reliability similar to the SER of DRAM. To minimize the ECC overhead, this paper proposes a cost-effective reliable MLC PCM architecture. Since the proposed architecture is orthogonal to all architectural and encoding methods, the proposed method can be integrated with existing approaches to further enhance MLC PCM reliability.
There has been some works done which modify algorithms of error correction codes to enhance reliability. In [34] , a two dimensional parity check with variable length error detection code is proposed to reduce ECC redundancy. Progressive ECC technique in [35] has two types of progressive coding techniques of local progressive ECC (LPE) and global progressive ECC (GPE). An adaptive way allocation for reconfigurable ECCs (AWARE), which uses simple ECC for the majority of writes and strong ECC for high error rate writes, is proposed in [36] . The code in [37] is an enhanced version of OLS codes which is based on H matrix. Similarly, in [38] and [39] , the enhanced versions of OLS code are proposed which consider limited magnitude. Each method reduces a code length by considering the limited magnitude at cost of a slight increase in decoding and encoding latency. Two different error detection schemes which consider limited magnitude errors are introduced in [40] . One is a code to detect magnitude-1 error with one-bit parity while the other one uses two-bit parity for magnitude-1 and magnitude-2 error detection. Unlike the methods listed above, a main focus of the proposed method is not an error correction coding (ECC) method or algorithm itself. The proposed method rather adds a simple preprocessing step in a conventional PCM architecture and utilizes an existing systematic cyclic codes without any algorithmic change, to enhance the reliability of PCM. Any of enhanced versions of systematic code which do not make any change in data input, could be used instead of conventional BCH code for the proposed architecture.
IV. PROPOSED COST-EFFECTIVE RELIABLE MLC PCM ARCHITECTURE A. PROPOSED ENCODER WITH VIRTUAL DATA
For multi-error detection and correction, linear cyclic codes like BCH codes are widely used due to their good capability and simple hardware implementation. In BCH codes, for example, parity bits are first generated with shift and simple logical operations and then stored in memory along with the original message bits. In Equation 2, the size of parity bits is determined by the number of correctable errors and the message size. Since the number of correctable errors is decided by the current soft error rate so that all the errors can be corrected with it, it is not controllable. On the other hand, the message bits, k, in Equation 2 can be minimized to reduce the parity size.
The proposed architecture utilizes the characteristic of gray state encoding in MLC PCM. With gray encoding, even though a single four-level cell (4LC) stores 2-bits per cell, there would be only 1-bit change by a resistance drift induced state change. However, both bits in one cell are considered for parity generation since we don't know which bit would be changed by the resistance drift. Because of a single bit change, it is possible to consider just one bit among the two bits of a cell during parity generation. This helps to reduce the ECC overhead, leading to a reduced latency for encoding and lesser storage overhead for storing parity bits. We therefore propose a new architecture which uses a reduced number of data for parity generation. Fig. 3 describes the encoder of the proposed architecture. It should be noted that, for the proposed error correction, any of the systematic codes which stores unaltered message bits with generated parity bits, could be used. The BCH code is considered in the shown example. In a write operation, the encoder first creates virtual data by using a simple state mapping. Each 2-bit data is converted into 1-bit virtual data then the virtual data is serially fed into a BCH Encoder. The length of virtual data is half of the original message size due to the 2-to-1 state mapping. The reduced parity size follows Equation 2. Once the parity generation is done, it is stored in memory along with the original message data. The details about virtual data generation are described in next subsection.
The latency overhead is negligible because the mapping table only has 4 entries and the virtual data is fed into a BCH encoder directly. Moreover, the serialized virtual data input allows skipping the parallel to serial process in a BCH Encoder. The virtual data in Fig. 3 is just described for clear understanding and is not required to be stored.
B. VIRTUAL DATA GENERATION
For a reduced ECC overhead, virtual data should meet the following conditions:
1) The length of virtual data should be shorter than that of the original message length because the parity size in BCH code is proportional to the size of input data of BCH Encoder.
2) The storage overhead for storing virtual data should be minimized for high storage density.
3) The virtual data could detect and correct errors with parity bits with the error detection and correction process.
4) Virtual data generation should be simple to minimize the performance overhead.
The virtual data generation uses a simple state mapping which is described in Table 3 . The message bits are loaded by 2-bit and replaced by the corresponding virtual data, and then fed into BCH Encoder serially. Each 2-bit original data, 00, 01, 11 and 10 is substituted to each single-bit virtual data, 1, 0, 1 and 0, respectively. This state mapping can detect errors with virtual data when there is a state change by the resistance drift. For example, the original 2-bit data 01 corresponding to Level 1 represents the virtual data 0 and the parity is generated with this virtual data 0. Let's assume that an error by resistance drift occurs and the data 01 is changed to 11 (corresponding to Level 2). The virtual data for 11 is 1 and the error detection mechanism can detect the error since the parity is generated with the virtual data 0. It is the same for pattern 00 and 11. Pattern 10 for Level 3 does not cause any error. This paper only considers soft errors which is caused by the state change from the original to its adjacent state. It is not required to consider two or three level change by resistance drift because the probability of state change from Level 0 to Level 2 is zero over years since the resistance drift in Level 0 is negligible. For Level 1, the probability of two level change from Level 1 to Level 3 is also zero in a year by the Equation 4. Moreover, when we consider a periodic scrubbing operation [1] , [24] which is widely considered for MLC PCM, over two level changes by resistance drift is not possible. Fig. 4 describes an example of virtual data generation by the proposed method with 24-bit original data. By applying the state mapping, the data length of virtual data is decreased by half. The generated virtual data bits do not need to be stored in any buffer or memory since these could be regenerated during the error detection and correction process. Details are discussed in next subsection. Table 4 lists the reduction ratios of parity bits by the proposed method for 512-bit data with varying ECC capability. The required parity bits for the original BCH and the proposed method are calculated using Equation 2 and are shown in the second and third columns, respectively. The reduction ratio of parity bits by the proposed method is over 10% in all cases and this helps saving the additional cells to store parity bits. The improvement in total storage density is 3.3% with BCH-24 while the parity reduction rate is about 11.1%. Conventional 4LC (which only uses 4LCs) needs to use BCH-24 to achieve similar SER of DRAM [24] , 3.3% improvement in total storage density improvement would not be small. Moreover, since the ECC decoding latency and programming ECC parity cells also significantly affects the performance and energy efficiency, the parity reduction rate is important. It should be noted that the actual storage reduction ratio would be more increased because the proposed method can use a lighter BCH code than that of the original case, for similar SER.
The proposed virtual data generation can be extended for higher density MLC PCM like 3-bit MLC PCM (8LC) or 4-bit MLC PCM (16LC). Table 5 shows state mapping for 3-bit MLC PCM (8LC). It also uses Gray encoding for state mapping. The 6 intermediate levels from Level 1 to Level 6 are semi-amorphous state and can cause soft errors by resistance drift. If the Level 0 doesn't have not enough threshold margin due to the narrowed resistance boundary, it can cause a soft error as well. Like 2-bit MLC PCM (4LC), each 3-bit original data is alternately mapped to 1-bit virtual data 1 and 0. When an error by resistance drift occurs, the regenerated virtual data for error detection and correction will be different with the virtual data for parity generation.
C. ERROR DETECTION AND CORRECTION
The parity bits generated by the virtual data along with the stored data can detect and correct errors completely. Fig. 5 VOLUME 8, 2020 describes a decoder for error detection and correction by the proposed architecture. It first regenerates the virtual data using the same state mapping which is used for encoding in Table 3 . Similar to the encoder, the Parallel to Serial Shift Resister hides the delay for state mapping, therefore there is no performance overhead by the virtual data generation. Then, BCH Decoder checks whether there are errors in stored data and identifies the error location.
Once errors are detected and located, a simple state mapping is used for correction and this state mapping is described in Table 6 . The Error Correction module checks the corresponding 2-bit stored data based on the error location, then it generates the corrected data. For example, if the data in error is 01 (Level 2), it can be easily figured out that the original data is 00 because the resistance is increased from Level 0 by resistance drift. Similarly, the error data 11 and 10 leads to corrected data 01 and 11, respectively. Fig. 6 shows an error correction example by the proposed method. The original data is 24-bit long and is stored in 12 4-level cells. By using the state mapping in Table 3 , the original data is mapped into 12-bit virtual data as described in the figure. The parity is generated based on the virtual data and stored in a memory along with the original data. Let's assume that the soft errors by resistance drift occur at 1st, 8th and 10th 4LCs. The original data 00, 01 and 11 are changed to 01, 11 and 10, respectively. When data is read, the virtual data is generated from the stored data and it would be different from the virtual data generated from the original data. Since the parity is generated with original virtual data, the original BCH Decoder can detect the errors with error locations. Then, Error Correction in the Fig. 5 creates corrected data considering the current stored data (Error Data in Table 6 ). Finally, error data can be corrected by corrected data and error location.
D. SOFT ERROR RATE ANALYSIS
The reduced number of cells for storing parity bits helps to achieve higher reliability than the case which uses original BCH code (without using virtual data for parity generation). With gray encoding for 4LC PCM state mapping, there is only 1-bit change out of 2 bits stored in a single cell by a resistance drift induced soft error. In this case, the probability of uncorrectable error(s) for 4LC PCM can be calculated by Equation 4 . P error = 1 − P(no error) − P(1-bit error) − · · · − P(n-bit error)
where n is the number of correctable errors by the ECC scheme considered while m is the number of 4-level cells. If a 4LC PCM architecture requires additional cells for auxiliary bits which depend on encoding methods or ECC parity, they also need to be considered for exact soft error rate calculation. SER 4LC represents bit error probability which is calculated by the average SERs listed in Table 2 . The average SER in the table is given assuming that all 2-bit patterns (00, 01, 11 and 10) in a cache line data have the same probability of occurrence (25%). In Section V, for a more realistic scenario, we consider actual pattern distribution from real workloads from SPEC CPU2006 and PARSEC 2.1 benchmark suites to select an appropriate ECC capability. In this fashion, we can consider more practical ECC schemes for different methods. Table 7 shows the cache line (512-bit) soft error rate with different BCH capabilities. We consider strong BCH schemes as well because the conventional 4LC PCM requires such a large ECC capability of around BCH-24 to meet the soft error rate of DRAM [13] , [24] . The time listed in the first column indicates the scrubbing period required for reliable memory operation. The probabilities of uncorrectable errors with different time for conventional MLC PCM which uses an original BCH code and the proposed MLC PCM architecture are shown in the table separately. In [24] , when we consider a 2GB physical PCM bank, the memory scrubbing is required within every 9.65 seconds for correct memory operation. The performance overhead by memory scrubbing could be lesser than 1% with the scrubbing period of 2 10 seconds. The cache line SER of DRAM at time 2 10 second is approximately 3.6 × 10 −9 (25 × 10 −12 ∼ 75 × 10 −12 per bit-hour) [41] thus 4LC PCM with an original BCH code requires a correction capability of around BCH-24 to have a similar SER of DRAM. On the other hand, the proposed architecture allows to use an ECC of BCH-16 to achieve a similar SER. The reliability improvement is approximately 10 4 times compared to the conventional MLC PCM.
V. EVALUATION
The proposed method minimizes the additional cells required for storing parity bits and this results in improvement of both reliability and storage density of MLC PCM. The performance and energy efficiency are also improved due to the use of a light ECC scheme and reduced number of cells for programming. It should be noted that the proposed architecture can be incorporated with any other techniques using linear cyclic codes such as BCH code, to reduce the ECC overhead and further improve the reliability, storage density and performance.
To evaluate the impact of the proposed cost-effective reliable MLC PCM architecture, we perform a system-level simulation using gem5 CPU simulator [42] . For this, a 4-level cell PCM with BCH codes is considered. 18 benchmarks (6 for integer and 12 for floating point) from SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite [43] and 12 benchmarks from PARSEC 2.1 benchmark suite [44] are used for evaluation. The system clock frequency is set as 2GHz, the L1 cache sizes are configured as 64KB for both instruction and data caches. The L2 cache size is set to 4MB. For main memory, 8GB 4LC PCM is considered with NVMain 2.0 [45] . For each benchmark, 1 billion instructions are simulated with a fast forwarding of 100 million instructions for initialization. Other state-ofthe-art error correction techniques are not considered for our evaluation because the proposed method is not a part of error correction related works. The proposed architecture improves the reliability of PCM along with the performance enhancement, with a simple architectural change and not an algorithmic modification in the error correction code. To evaluate the impact of our proposed architecture, 3 different methods for MLC PCM reliability enhancement are considered along with the conventional 4LC method. The first one is an encoding technique, called Helmet [8] which flips and rotates data to reduce the frequency of error-prone pattern thus improving the MLC PCM reliability. Another encoding method, referred as Mapping [15] , which also uses pattern remapping to improve write energy efficiency and reliability, is also considered. The last one is the method called HPCM [13] which uses both single-level cell PCM and multi-level cell PCM in a single memory array thus trading memory density to improve reliability. The conventional MLC PCM architecture with an original BCH codes and the proposed architecture are applied to each method and various aspects are analyzed and compared.
A. RELIABILITY
According to Equation 4 , the error rate which represents the reliability of MLC PCM depends on three key factors, the bit error probability (SER 4LC ), the ECC capability and the number of multi-level cells. To evaluate the impact of the proposed architecture, the key factors need to be considered. From Table 2 , the bit error probability, SER 4LC , depends on the frequencies of the patterns which correspond to two intermediate levels (Level 1 and Level 2). We use actual pattern distributions from SPEC and PARSEC benchmarks for calculating SER 4LC . Fig. 7 shows the pattern distributions in the actual cache line data for 1 billion instructions of each benchmark. The average pattern frequencies for Level 1 and Level 2 are 8.82% and 11.32% with the maximum of 27.35% and 33.25%, respectively. Each method uses different BCH capabilities to have a similar SER of DRAM (i.e. 3.6 × 10 −9 at time 2 10 seconds). For the number of multi-level cells, the additional cells for parity bits or auxiliary bits (for encoding methods) are also considered. 10 seconds. On the other hand, the proposed architecture achieves the SER below 10 −13 (described as ''negligible'' in the table). The reliability improvement is approximately 10 4 times and this allows to use a lighter ECC scheme leading to an improved performance and energy efficiency. With the proposed method, the Conventional 4LC can achieve a similar SER with BCH-18. The data encoding methods Helmet and Mapping reduce the number of drift-prone pattern (Level 2) to improve reliability. The average pattern frequencies for Level 1 and Level 2 are decreased to 10.6% and 6.04% by Helmet. The reduced pattern frequencies by Mapping are 6.26% and 5.24% for Level 1 and Level 2, respectively. With a reduced number of drift-prone patterns, Helmet and Mapping can use lighter BCH codes (BCH-19 and BCH-17) compared to that (BCH-24) in Conventional 4LC. HPCM can use much lighter BCH code, BCH-12, for a similar to DRAM SER because this architecture significantly reduces the number of 4-level cells by using a heterogeneous memory array. When the proposed architecture is integrated with each method, BCH-19, BCH-17 and BCH-12 can be replaced by BCH-15, BCH-13 and BCH-9, respectively, while ensuring the similar level of reliability.
B. STORAGE DENSITY
The storage density (data bits/cell) of MLC PCM is given by the number of cells required for data bits, parity bits and the auxiliary bits. For correct decoding, auxiliary bits are required for the encoding based reliability enhancement methods such as Helmet and Mapping. Fig. 8 shows the number of cells required to store a single cache line data (512-bits) for various methods. Conventional 4LC, Helmet and Mapping methods require 256 cells to store 512 message bits (i.e. actual data bits). On the other hand, HPCM requires relatively larger number of cells (=384) to store message bits because it includes 256 single-level cells and 128 multilevel cells. For ECC schemes, different BCH capabilities are considered such that all the methods can have SER similar to DRAM and the number of cells for parity bits are calculated using Equation 2. The encoding block size is 32-bit for both Helmet and Mapping and the additional cells for auxiliary bits are also considered for the storage density comparison.
In Fig. 8 , Conventional 4LC with the original BCH code requires total 365 cells while the proposed method requires only 329 cells, and this improves the storage density from 1.40 to 1.56. Similarly, the proposed architecture also reduces the parity overhead for other methods. The total number of cells for Helmet, Mapping and HPCM are reduced from 358, 349 and 458 to 333, 325 and 432, respectively. The improvement in storage density is 7.9% on average with the maximum of 10.9% for Conventional 4LC.
C. PERFORMANCE AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The proposed cost-effective reliable architecture can improve not only the performance but also the energy efficiency since it reduces the ECC latency overhead and the number of cells for storing parity bits. To evaluate the performance improvement by the proposed architecture, we compare the Instructions-per-cycle (IPC) values for all 30 benchmarks from SPEC CPU2006 and PARSEC 2.1 benchmark suites. Since each method considers different BCH capability and different number of cells (different parity size and auxiliary bits for encoding), we vary read and write programming latencies in our evaluation. The base read latency is 120ns while base programming latencies for each level are 150ns, 370ns, 370ns and 40ns, respectively [15] . Based on these base latencies, we calculate the access and programming latencies for each method. The read latency is calculated by considering both the access latency and BCH decoding latency. BCH decoding latency is calculated by the actual measured latency [46] and scaling factor [47] . Since the proposed method reduces BCH decoding latency (due to a reduction in BCH capability), the access time of the proposed ECC-protected memory is much smaller than that of the conventional ECC-protected memory. Different latencies for each method are applied by modifying parameters in NVMain. For each programming latency, we have considered both actual pattern distribution of each benchmark and the total number of cells to be programmed. The equation is ''level base programming latency * (average programming latency for Conventional 4LC / average programming latency for the proposed method) * (total number of cells / 256)'' while a level base programming latency is the base programming latencies for each level. We therefore consider actual pattern distribution and additional cells to be programmed by each method, for each level programming latency. Different programming latencies for each level and each method are applied to NVMain by modifying corresponding parameters. Fig. 9 shows the performance improvement by the proposed architecture over Conventional 4LC. We compare the relative IPC (normalized to the baseline scheme with original BCH code) for the proposed architecture. To have the SER similar to DRAM, BCH-24 and BCH-18 are used for the Conventional 4LC PCM and the one with the proposed method, respectively. For all the benchmarks, an improvement in IPC is observed because of the reduced BCH latency and the number of programmed cells. The average performance improvement is 13.7% while the maximum improvement is 26.0% for bodytrack benchmark. The benchmarks which have a large number of read and write operations such as bodytrack and cactusADM show larger improvements in performance compared to the other benchmarks.
Other methods also show a significant performance improvement with the proposed architecture as shown FIGURE 10. The performance (relative IPC) improvement for Helmet [8] , Mapping [15] and HPCM [13] . in Fig. 10 . Different BCH schemes are considered for each method based on the cache line SER in Table 8 . The IPC values for each method are normalized by its reference IPC values which use original BCH code. The average performance improvements are 8.9%, 10.0% and 7.4% for Helmet, Mapping and HPCM, respectively. These methods show slightly lower performance improvements compared to the case of Conventional 4LC. This is because of relatively lower reduction in BCH latency overhead for these methods as compared to that of Conventional 4LC. The most notable aspect of the proposed architecture is that it can be easily incorporated with any other method to further improve the performance. Fig. 11 shows overall performance improvement for three methods compared to Conventional 4LC. Helmet, Mapping and HPCM show the performance improvement of 4.5%, 16.5% and 18.8%, respectively, with their encoding techniques and architectural enhancements. After applying the proposed architecture, each method can have additional performance improvement of 8.9%, 10.0% and 7.4%. The reduced number of cells for parity bits also improves the energy efficiency. The additional cells for parity bits occupies approximately 29.9% of the total number of cells (256 cells for message bits and 109 cells for parity bits) for Conventional 4LC with BCH-24 and this is a considerable overhead. It significantly degrades the write energy efficiency. The additional cell ratio can be decreased to 22.2% (256 cells for message bits and 73 cells for parity bits) by applying the proposed architecture. Fig. 12 describes the average write energy for programming a single cell for different method. We considers the energy consumptions of 36pJ , 307pJ , 547pJ and 20pJ for Level 0, Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3, respectively [15] . We can calculate a relative per-bit write energy considering the pattern distribution and the number of cells. The average per-bit write energy is approximately 117.6pJ for Conventional 4LC. After applying the proposed architecture it is decreased to 106.0pJ . The improvement is around 10%. Helment and Mapping has 94.9pJ and 78.2pJ per-bit write energies, which is lower than Conventional 4LC. This is because they decrease the number of intermediate level programmings which consume more energy than other levels. HPCM also has reduced the per-bit write energy of 94.6pJ by using a number of single-level cells with higher energy efficiency. With the proposed architecture, the energy values are reduced to 88.3pJ , 72.86pJ and 89.2pJ , respectively.
VI. CONCLUSION
MLC PCM would suffer from reduced reliability due to the resistance drift phenomenon which can cause soft errors. This requires a strong error correction scheme which can handle multi-bit errors. This can significantly degrade the storage density, performance and energy efficiency. To mitigate the ECC overhead, this paper proposes a cost-effective reliable MLC PCM architecture which uses virtual data for parity generation. The reliability and storage density are improved because the data size of virtual data is just half of the original message size. The reliability is improved by approximately 10 4 times with the storage density improvement of 10.9% compared to the conventional MLC PCM. The performance and energy efficiency are also significantly improved due to the reduced ECC latency overhead and reduced number of parity bits. The performance and energy efficiency are improved up to 13.7% and 10.0%, respectively. The proposed architecture can be easily incorporated with other techniques which use linear cyclic codes like BCH code for further improvements in reliability, performance and energy efficiency.
